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MANN POST

FOSTERING INDEPENDENCE AND EMPLOYABILITY AMONG ADULTS WITH DISABILITY

ABOUT MANN

Mann is a charitable organization
dedicated to fostering
independence and employability
among individuals with Intellectual
disability, Autism, Down Syndrome.
Through the training programs,
Mann supports the students
physical well-being, helps them
develop social skills, provides skill
training, vocational support and
facilitates employment in
mainstream organizations. Since
the beginning of this year Mann has
placed 17 students in reputed
organizations in the F&B,

IQVIA & MANN

hospitality, IT and manufacturing
sectors and are looking to place 13
more who are employment ready.

IQVIA is a Human Data Science Company, dedicated to continuously invest in and advance human health, since the
past twenty years. With a vision to drive healthcare forward, they help accelerate progress and achievements using
breakthroughs in insights, technology and human intelligence. Through their CSR activities they are committed to
furthering education and enhancing the health and well-being of the people in our communities through supporting
environment and development activities. With their in depth knowledge, expertise and local insights they have chosen
to support Mann through their CSR initiatives, since September 2018.
Through this partnership Mann has been able to add value to the existing Mainstream and Supported Programs, by
adding simulated work experiences to ensure better transition of the students from the training environment to the
employment setup. This is been achieved through
- creating simulated environments that are dedicated to training students in job-related areas
- streamlining job roles so that the employees focus on generating more mainstream employment opportunities
- networking to develop supported employment partnerships

Yash is the newest member of the
JW Sahar team. He performs the
role of a Desk Associate where he
updates the needed information
into their software, answers calls,
receives and passes on messages to
the respective departments within
the hotel.

MAINSTREAM
EMPLOYMENT

JW MARIOTT, SAHAR
Meet the lovely Mann Trio working at
JW Marriott Mumbai Sahar. Deepak,
Kleisha and Yahya all work in the

People with disabilities are not

housekeeping department but have

OLIVE BAR AND KITCHEN,

different from others in the

different and unique roles of their own.

BANDRA,

workplace. They need the same things

Deepak works in the Uniform

is a truly inclusive workplace. Sean

just like anyone else. All they need is

department and he is responsible for

is the newest Kitchen Assistant and

the workplace to give them that

collecting the uniforms, sorting them

his duties include chopping and

access in all these different ways.

by colour, cleaning them and ensuring

cutting vegetables. He also has

Here are some of the workplaces that

that his co workers have fresh uniforms

Autism but that does not stop him

have done just that

to wear.

from being a part of the team.

Kleisha works in

Under the guidance of the amazing

Rooms and

Chef Rishim Sachdeva, Sean has

ensures that the

not only been able to increase

corridors and pantry

his creativity and contributions but

are kept clean while

has the opportunity to seamlessly

also arranging the

interact with his environment.

in-room toiletries.
Last but not the least, Yahya works in
the Laundry department where he
MICROSOFT

collects, sorts by colour, irons and folds

Meet the two newest employees of

the soiled linen given to him and then

Microsoft Corporation India,

organises it.

Sudarshan and Simcox. Sudarshan
assists in the daily activities of the
kitchen. He stocks and arranges the
cutlery while also spreading a lot of
joy in everyone's life. Simcox works at
the cafeteria operating the coffee
machines and also ensuring no
supplies are ever out of stock. Both

All three of them have grown

Sudarshan and Simcox are full time

immensely and are now more

employees and permanent Joy

confident in their roles and abilities.

Spreaders.

PRAYA MENS SALON

SHE MADE GOURMET FOODS PVT LTD

The hairdressers at Praya Mens Salon

Tejas and Daniel are the new super

have a new assistant and his name is

duo working at She Made Gourmet

Ajinkya! Ajinkya assists the hairdressers

Foods. Both of them work in the food

with all the things they require while

processing unit and are responsible for

also cleaning and arranging the supplies

the picking of cut crackers from the

in the Salon. Don’t forget to say Hello

conveyer, arranging them into a tray,

the next time you go in for a Haircut! :)

brushing oil on the crackers and then
poking the crackers with a fork before
they are baked. In addition, they also
help out with the packaging, sealing
and labelling of products. Working
together has really helped the both of
STAR BAZAAR

them get the best out of each other.

Star Bazaar is truly an equal
opportunity employer. They have
employed not one but four skilled
employees from Mann. Bevan, Sahil,
MANTHAN FASHION
Say Hello to Nagma who is employed
at Manthan Fashion.Nagma is always
seen with a smile on her face. She
works in the packing unit of Manthan
fashion where she looks into the
finishing of the garments,
attaches the correct size tag and
then finally packs it after being ironed.
Nagma has become incredibly
independent and has developed good
friendship with her co-workers making
her an integral member of the
Manthan fashion team.

Fuzail and Abhishekh are four of Star
Bazaar’s newest employees.
Bevan and Fuzail work in the general
grocery section where they face the
products and stock them on their

CAFE ZOE

respective shelves.
Omkar is the most recent addition to
Sahil works in the fresh fruits and

the Cafe Zoe team. He works in the

vegetables section where he carries

kitchen as an assistant to the Head

the fruit and vegetable crates from the

Chef. He cleans and chops

store room to its respective section in

the ingredients needed for the day.

the supermarket and stocks them in

Since, he devotes his time there under

their respective places. He is also

the guidance of the skilled Chef's he

responsible for the basic cleaning of

has mastered the art of cleaning

the shelves.

seafood.

Lastly, Abhishekh works at the
weighing counter where he receives
the products from the customer,
enters the product code and then seals
the bag with the price tag.
They have grown into their roles and
are learning new skills everyday.

SUPPORTED EMPLOYMENT
People with disabilities whose IQ levels

ENTREPREUNERS ORGANIZATION

are between 30 and 50 percent are
unable to find or retain suitable

Through our interaction at Design

employment, as a result Mann appeals

One, Entrepreuners Organization

to their local communities to give them

chose Mann to make diyas to be

opportunities to make effective use of

added to their Diwali gift Hampers.

their abilities in their lives as members

These environment friendly diyas

of a contributing society.

were made using recycled materials
like old CD's and wedding cards.

HOPSCOTCH
This Diwali Hopscotch partnered with
Mann to create gift hampers with
handcrafted diyas. These diyas were
made by the students together with
Hopscotch Team. What a delight this
interaction was for both the students

THE OPEN PLAY

and the hopscotch team. Along with
the hampers we've made lifelong

The Open Play curates themed activity

friendships and everlasting memories.

boxes for children between 18 months to

D'DECOR

6 years. These boxes are packed with 5

This year D'decor collaborated with

activities for each child. All of the

Mann to create organic eco friendly

materials for these activities are

packaging and Christmas Wreaths.

handmade by the Mann students. These

These bags were tailored by the

boxes are the perfect accompaniment

students using the gorgeous high

for a playdate.

quality D'Decor fabric and handwoven
jute. Where as the Wreaths were used
to decorate their stores for Christmas.
Thanks to D'Decor who consistently

EXHIBITIONS
This festive season was filled with fun
and a lot of busy hands working
towards creating handmade love that
were exhibited all around Mumbai
DESIGN ONE

JOYA

THE GIVING FEST

EDELGIVE

FAST AND UP

TURNER

ACIW MELA

TAJ HOTELS

donates fabric to Mann, these bags
have become one of our bestsellers.

CORPORATE ENGAGEMENT

Corporate Engagement sessions involve a 30 minute interactive session with
corporate employees and students and a 20 minute talk that includes
information of disabilities and demonstration of disability etiquette including
the do’s and don’ts when interacting with people with disabilities. Through
the engagement the employees have the opportunity to make positive social
impacts on the job, getting a sense of fulfilment from their work. They act as
valuable channels for creating awareness, building public relations and
marketing which fosters a widespread impact of the program.Some of the
corporates that had such sessions : Cardinal Health, Live 101

GROWING OUR IMPACT

EXPOSURE VISITS
Exposure visits are powerful teaching
tools that help enhance the social,
personal and emotional development
of the learners. These visits are
beneficial and can help teach life
skills, build on social skills, foster
independence and self- confidence.
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA OF INDIA OPEN REHEARSAL

DAAN UTSAV

RECOGNITIONS

Every year the Mann students

NIPMAN FOUNDATION

collect goodies to give to their

The Equal Opportunity Awards

peers. This year the students

were instituted in 2014 to recognize

collected stationery and art

organizations and individuals

supplies for the students at Gharkul

making significant contributions to

Special School. What a joy it is to

people with disabilities in the

share. Inculcating this attitude in

workspace and lifestyles. We are so

the students has made them more

proud to share that we have been

aware and conscious to the needs

recognized as as an Enabler in the

of others.

Inclusive school category.

Music is an effective tool to use for
stimulating and motivating people
with special needs. And what better
way to listen to music than being
present on stage while the Symphony
Orchestra rehearsed for their
upcoming show. Watching orchestra
conducted by Maestro Zane Dalal was
an exhilarating experience. After the
show the students were also given the
opportunity to try their hand at a few
of the instruments.

YASHOWAN TOWERS :GARDEN
WALL PAINTING
This year the members of the
society from Yashowan Towers
wanted to sensitize their children

TIMES OOH

to disability. They approached

To celebrate International Day of

Mann with the proposal and we

Persons with Disabilities, we had

thought what better way to to do

the opportunity to have our

this than to have an activity where

Awareness campaign series

both the Mann students and the

showcased across the Mumbai

children from Yashowan Towers

Metro Digital Screens for the entire

could participate together. We

week!

OWMM - LIVE MUSIC CONCERT AT NCPA

suggested painting - and the

It’s one thing to be sitting at home

members of the society were elated

listening to your favourite music, but

to give us their garden wall as the

listening to a live music concert is

canvas. The students and the

taking things to another level.

children together painted 4 walls
with messages focused on saving
the environment.

JOIN THE MANN FAMILY
For most of us, work is a reflection of our own inner values. It is a deeply fulfilling exercise to be able to work towards a cause,
towards making life better for someone else. Given how busy our lives get and the amount of things we juggle at once, we
have very little or no time to do something good. Here's your chance to change that.
People with disabilities in India especially those from low socio economic backgrounds, are looked on with pity and
sympathy. They lack access to public spaces, education, training and employment. Mann along with like minded people
like you can strive to change this mindset and break these barriers.
Here are some ways in which you can contribute ;
Employ or encourage someone to employ a person with a disability. For the students, employment means an opportunity to
use their skills, be self-sufficient and contribute to society.
Volunteer to spend your time interacting with the students while you facilitate daily activities. Assist the team with
networking among Corporates, Content Writing, Designing, Marketing and Fundraising.
Donate in cash or kind, toward the training programs, aids and adaptive devices, educational visits. Sponsor a Student and
make a difference by financing the annual tutoring of a student.
Shop from the unique MannMade line of repurposed, environment friendly products, home utilities, and decor like coasters,
bags, diaries, candlestands.
If this newsletter inspires you and you would like to know more or support us in whatever way you can, do get in touch on
info@mann.org.in

